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Abstract
Over the past three years, Sagehen has revived and improved its biological collections,
leading to a direct increase in research requests, volunteer hours, and institutional presence
at a regional and national scale.
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This headwaters consortium is comprised of Onion Creek Experimental Forest, North Fork Association
Lands, Chickering American River Reserve, and all surrounding National Forest system lands.

I. Introduction
Sagehen maintains synoptic teaching collections onsite of plants, mammals, birds, and
insects2. The majority of specimens were collected in the 1960s, and largely ignored in the
subsequent fifty years.
Since May 2011, I have volunteered as Sagehen’s Collections Manager. Sagehen has
benefited from this relationship as outlined by this document, and I have also benefited in
several ways: first, from having a case study to apply learnings from the Master of Library and
Information Science degree program I’ve completed over the past two years; and second,
from my affiliation with Sagehen, which has afforded me the opportunity to network with other
professionals in my field of interest.
Biological collections are important to Sagehen not only because they physically validate the
biota of the Sagehen Basin, but also because active collections are vibrant resources,
providing temporal and geospatial depth to their associated reserve, in terms of opportunities
for education, research and engagement. Collections management expands Sagehen’s digital
resources and exemplifies the potential for networking between biological field stations,
museums and other archives.3
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See Appendix A for specifics.
For further justification of the importance of biological collections management, especially digitization,
please see Appendix B (“Why Digitize Herbaria Specimens?”) and Appendix C (“Collections digitization
memo to UCNRS”).
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II. Collections Progress
Between May 2011 and August 2014, we made significant progress in the curation,
digitization, and improvement of Sagehen’s collections. This process included partners such
as the Berkeley Initiative in Global Change Biology (BiGCB), the Consortium of California
Herbaria, Berkeley Natural History Museums, UC Natural Reserve System, and iDigBio.
The sections below detail progress made to a) the multitaxa collections of Sagehen Creek
Field Station, and b) the plantrelated collections of the North Fork of the American River,
Research and Conservation Area.
A. Sagehen Creek Field Station

Herbarium, 20112012
➢ Acquired official collection acronym (EK)
➢ Registered collection in NYBG Index
Herbariorum (EK)
➢ Imaged 1016 specimens (66% of total)
(EK)
➢ Databased 1071 specimen labels (69% of
total) (EK)
➢ Shared specimen data via the Consortium
of California Herbarium and the North
American Network of Small Herbaria (EK)
➢ Added 8 new species to the
comprehensive Sagehen Basin plant list
via herbarium specimens (EK)

Mammals, 20132014
➢ Inspected and treated specimens for pest
damage (EK)
➢ Imaged specimens (T. Gollub)
➢ Imaged specimen labels (EK)
➢ Relocated specimens to better cabinet
(EK)
➢ Registered collection in GRBio (EK)
➢ Digitizing label data (K. Mullen, EK)*
➢ Sagehen Basin Mammal Portal (EK)*

Herbarium, 20132014
➢ Collected 138 specimens in Sagehen
Basin (EK, F. Felix)
➢ Mounted over 400 specimens (EK and
volunteer work days)
➢ Transferred 200 nonSagehen specific
specimens to Jepson Herbarium to
increase cabinet space (EK, Will et al.)
➢ Updated Sagehen Basin species list,
including those with and without vouchers
in collection (EK, R. McMains)
➢ Migrated database to networked Symbiota
portal (EK)

Insects, 2014
➢ Imaged specimens (Will et al.)
➢ Imaged specimen labels (Will et al.)
➢ Relocated specimens to better, newly
acquired cabinet (Will et al.)
➢ Curated specimens to increase
functionality as a synoptic collection (Will
et al.)
➢ Updated species list (Will et al.)
➢ Registered collection in GRBio (EK)
➢ Digitizing label data (Will et al.)*

Birds, 2014
➢ Inspected and treated specimens for pest
damage (EK)
➢ Imaged specimens (Will et al.)
➢ Imaged specimen labels (Will et al.)
➢ Registered collection in GRBio (EK)
➢ Digitizing label data (EK, Will et al.)*

Wet Collections, 2014
➢ Assessed and transferred specimens to
Berkeley’s Museum of Vertebrate Zoology
(Will et al.)

EK = Erica Krimmel; Will et al. = partners in the project titled “Quantifying ecological effects of land use and
climate change using historical collections;” All other contributors listed by name.
* Tasks in progress are denoted in blue.

In addition to the progress outlined above, through active and targeted herbarium collecting,
Faerthen Felix and I have made several exciting impacts on our knowledge of plant life in the
Sagehen Basin. We have added eight new species and one new subspecies to the Sagehen
Basin Plant list (Arceuthobium abietinum, Artemisia tridentata subsp. wyomingensis,
Cordylanthus tenuis, Elodea canadensis, Grindelia camporum, Ptychostomum
pseudotriquetum, Ranunculus aquatilis, Securigera varia, Warnstorfia exannulatum), and
vouchered 56 species previously undocumented in our herbarium. Even with over sixty years
of disjointed prior botanical observation and collecting in the basin, these discoveries
demonstrate the potential of an organized approach to collections management.
The addition of these specimens brings the percentage of vouchered plant species on our list
up to 47%, from 39%. This marks the first time that many of the species on our basin plant list
have actually been documented.
Broader impacts are an increasing concern in scientific research. Increased activity in the
collections has offered Sagehen volunteers an outlet to engage. I have hosted five herbarium
work days in which volunteers mount plant specimens, for a total of 38 peoplehours. Our
iNaturalist projects allow biological observations by volunteers in the area to become research
data; to date, there are approximately 1800 nonstaff observations from within the Sagehen
watershed, including two mosses that are new to our plant list. Volunteers photographed our
mammal collection, including the photos on pg. 2 of this document. Still others are currently
working on digitizing vertebrate collection labels, and georeferencing our herbaria specimens.
The latter two tasks–and several others related to the collections–can be completed remotely,
thus broadening Sagehen’s appeal for volunteers who would like to remain connected without
always traveling out to the field station.

B. North Fork of the American River Research and Conservation Area
Sagehen maintains an herbaria collection for the North Fork of the American River Research
and Conservation Area, which includes the Chickering American River Reserve, North Fork
Association Lands, Onion Creek Experimental Forest, and surrounding National Forest
Service lands.
This collection began in May 2013, with the intent of improving and vouchering the region’s
species list. Between summer 2013 and summer 2014, Felix and myself have spent
approximately 18 days collecting and making iNaturalist observations of plants in the North
Fork American River headwaters basin. To date, we have:
➢ Consolidated and updated taxonomy of the plant species list.
➢ Collected 207 total specimens, of which 100% are new vouchers to the Sagehen
herbarium.
➢ Tied our collecting efforts to those made by R. Palmer, B. Corbin, R. Woodward, and
M. Barbour during their botanical survey of the region for a flora published in 1983
(“Floristic Checklist for the Headwaters Basin Area of the North Fork of the American
River, Placer County, California”).
➢ Vouchered 17 species previously unrecorded on the plant list: Apocynum cannabinum,
Monardella sheltonii, Keckiella breviflora, Dichelostemma capitatum, Collomia
heterophylla, Phacelia egena, Polystichum imbricans, Calochortus minimus,
Ceanothus x arcuatus, Ceanothus cuneatus, Chimaphila umbellata, Mimulus
auranticus, Lotus corniculatus, Acer macrophyllum, Garrya fremontii, Erigeron
peregrinus, Sceptridium multifidum.
➢ Scanned and archived images of Sherman Chickering’s historical botanical notes and
collections binders.
➢ Georeferenced Chickering place names (to aid in Sherman’s place references).
➢ Collected Ceanothus spp. specimens and deposited duplicates at the UC Davis
herbarium per a research request stemming from our iNaturalist observations.
➢ Facilitated research on Mimulus by a Canadian graduate student.
The above accomplishments lay the groundwork for higher quality, easier access ecological
research in this region. Sagehen’s guardianship of these resources make it a valuable partner
for any future projects in the North Fork American River headwaters basin.

III. Impact of Collections Management on Sagehen as a Research Facility
Not only do Sagehen’s collections serve as on and offsite teaching collections and synoptic
vouchers, they also have increased the field station’s capacity for research, and led to at least
four unique research interests: Kelly Carscadden (University of Toronto, Mimulus niche
breadth  North Fork), Dylan Burge (California Academy of Sciences, Ceanothus taxonomy 
North Fork), Spencer Barrett (University of Toronto, Rumex paucifolius  Sagehen), and Ben
Sacks (UC Davis, Sierra Nevada Red fox genetics  Sagehen).
In addition, working with Sagehen’s collections has spurred two of my own current research
projects; one on the impact of small herbaria on our knowledge of species distribution, and
another on the potential for using iNaturalist in combination with Symbiota to maximize field
collection and data distribution efficiency.
By far, we have invested the most time on collections management in the herbaria, as
herbaria tend to be active research and education resources, and are perhaps more relevant
to more users than other taxonomic collections. Sagehen has magnified the impact of its
small number of herbaria specimens by sharing the data via two portals: the Consortium of
California Herbaria (http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/consortium), which represents 29 herbaria
within the state and a total of nearly 2 million records, and the North American Network of
Small Herbaria (http://nansh.org), a thematic portal integrated with over 12 million records
hosted on the Symbiota platform.

In 2011, we pushed data from 1000 Sagehen herbarium records to the Consortium of
California Herbaria (CCH); these are an insignificant 0.05% of the total records in CCH, but in
total CCH searches over the past 3 years Sagehen comes up with 0.09% of the records
returned, as shown in the graph above4. This translates to an impressive cumulative 95,396
instances of Sagehen herbarium records being retrieved from CCH.
While it is currently impossible to track what users do with these retrieved records, it is clear
that having our herbaria collection digitized and shared is a benefit both to them and us.
Ecology is only just beginning to explore the research, conservation, and education potential
of networked digital biological data, and the experimentation of earlyadopting users will lead
the direction of discovery. By contributing to the data portals that such users actively engage
with, Sagehen becomes a player in this exciting progress.
To this extent, the California consortium is not the only place Sagehen data is being
distributed. Herbarium data is managed live on the Symbiota network (http://symbiota.org),
and pushed to the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (http://www.gbif.org), as well as the
USGS’s Biodiversity Serving Our Nation (http://bison.usgs.ornl.gov). iNaturalist “research
grade” observations made within Sagehen and the North Fork of the American River
Research and Conservation Area boundaries also go to GBIF, Calflora (http://calflora.org),
and BISON. These are important regional (CCH, Calflora), national (BISON, Symbiota), and
international (GBIF) data hubs, and presenting our collections data within them increases
Sagehen’s institutional presence.
IV. Suggestions for the Future of Collections at Sagehen
Collections management, including digitization and distribution, is an important component in
achieving multiple aspects of Sagehen’s strategic plan (2005), from “improving facilities for
field research and education” and “capturing, storing, and disseminating field data,” to
“providing scientific information to policy makers, resource managers, and the general public.”
Furthermore, Sagehen has the opportunity to mark itself as a leader in field station biological
collections management by embracing the following future goals:
Goal 1. Attract research and facilities use by creating a resourcerich, multitaxa reference
collection for the Sagehen Basin.
Objective 1. Finish digitizing all collections.
Objective 2. Design and implement a digital asset management plan for digitized
collections.
Objective 3. Aggregate data from other institutions’ specimens that were
collected in the Sagehen Basin.
Objective 4. Develop secondary resources from internal and external digitized
4

See Appendix D for exact figures.

collections, e.g. the proposed Sagehen Basin Mammal Portal.
Objective 5. Provide access to resources, such as digital collections and physical
specimen loans, for local K12 and visiting higher education groups.
Objective 6. Continue to document basin flora and fauna through volunteer
efforts in order to create distribution maps for future analysis.
Goal 2. Produce a scalable, flexible model that can be applied to other reserves both out of
and within the UCNRS and OBFS5.
Objective 1. Document and publish experience with and best practices for collection
management process.
Objective 2. Actively engage other field station staff in discussion re these topics.
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See Appendix C for opinions on what this model should include.

Appendix A. Sagehen collections specifics, snapshot in August 2014.
HERBARIUM (SCFS)
SAGEHEN BASIN COLLECTION
# Specimens: est. 1550
Accessioned & databased: 69% (1071/1550)
Mounted: 70% (1089/1550)
Imaged: 66% (1016/1550)
Access livemanaged database: http://nansh.org/portal/collections/index.php
Access data on Consortium of CA Herbaria: http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/consortium
NORTH FORK AMERICAN RIVER HEADWATERS BASIN COLLECTION
# Specimens: 207
Accessioned & databased: 3% (7/207)
Mounted: 32% (66/207)
Imaged: 0%
Access livemanaged database: http://nansh.org/portal/collections/index.php
MAMMALS OF SAGEHEN BASIN
# Specimens: 448 (200 study skins, 7 pelts, 199 bone sets, 24 hair slides, 18 scat
samples)
Accessioned: 84% (376/448)
Databased: 7% (31/448)
Imaged: 45% (200/448)
Access livemanaged database on Arctos (http://arctos.database.museum) soon
to come (Fall 2014).
BIRDS OF SAGEHEN BASIN
# Specimens: est. 158
Accessioned: 100%
Databased: 0%
Imaged: 100%
Access livemanaged database on Arctos (http://arctos.database.museum) soon
to come (Fall 2014).

INSECTS OF SAGEHEN BASIN
# Specimens: est. 1000
Accessioned: est. 100%
Databased: 0%
Imaged: est. 80%
Access livemanaged database on Arctos (http://arctos.database.museum) soon
to come (Fall 2014).
iNATURALIST OBSERVATIONS
Nonstaff observations within Sagehen Basin: 1800
Staff observations within Sagehen Basin: 776
Access livemanaged observations: http://www.inaturalist.org/projects/sagehen
creekbasinbiotadocumentationproject
Access data on BISON (you’ll need to search by location to find Sagehen data):
http://bison.usgs.ornl.gov/#home
Access data on GBIF (you’ll need to search by location to find Sagehen data):
http://www.gbif.org/dataset/50c9509d22c74a22a47d8c48425ef4a7

Appendix B. Infographic on the benefits of herbarium digitization.

Appendix C. Collections Digitization Memo to UCNRS
*

*

*

To: University of California Natural Reserve System
From: Erica Krimmel, Collections Manager at Sagehen Creek Field Station
Date: June 30, 2014
Subject: Suggested Goal for UCNRS Strategic Planning
Why is Biological Collections Digitization Important to the UC Natural Reserves?
Summary. Biological collections–e.g. herbaria, mammal specimens, specimens preserved in
alcohol, etc.–have always been a cornerstone of field biology and continue to provide
baseline insight into modern biological science inquiry. The concentrated temporal and
geographic scales of biological collecting at field stations within the UCNRS represents an
investment that should be matched with continued support. Historical data about species
distribution and community structures are valuable resources for researchers, and access to
these resources must be improved to both facilitate more comprehensive science, and to
ensure that UC Reserves are valuable assets to the broader academic community.
Collections digitization is the entry point for improving this access.
Why now? The National Science Foundation estimates that a total of 6 billion biological
specimens exist in institutions across the country, many trapped in analog format. Since 2011,
fifteen million biological collection specimens have been digitized via iDigBio, the national
resource for NSF’s Advancing Digitization of Biological Collections (ADBC) program. This
program continues to be well funded through 2021, but beyond that funding for collections
digitization is uncertain. The UCNRS represents 39 distinct reserves and over 60,000
specimens, including everything from birds to paleontological artifacts. Although many of the
University of California campuses have already invested in digitizing their collections, the
Reserves have, for the most part, been disappointingly left behind; only approximately 8% of
UCNRS specimens have been digitized. The Reserves cannot afford to wait on the UC
campuses to recognize this need. Instead, UCNRS must leverage its own collective resources
to promote biological collections digitization and management at each Reserve. By doing so,
UCNRS will add datarich facilities to its legacy as a premier field research network.
Proposed Goal. In the next five years, the UCNRS must prioritize biological collections
digitization in order to take advantage of current funding and resource streams, and to invest
in the Reserves’ future as networked, datarich research facilities. Digitized specimens will
serve to preserve as well as extend biological collections at individual Reserves, but
digitization efforts must be made at the system level in order to best support individual
Reserve staff.

● Objective 1: Digitize all specimens at each UC Natural Reserve site. To the extent
that it is feasible, maintain collections on location; in the event that this is
unreasonable, transfer specimens to the Reserve’s parent campus.
● Objective 2: Create a UCNRSwide data management plan that can be customized to
guide digitization efforts at individual Reserves. This plan must include sharing
digitized data with appropriate regional and national biodiversity data repositories, e.g.
the Keck EcoEngine at UC Berkeley, the Consortium of California Herbaria, the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility, etc.
● Objective 3: Collaborate with projects such as UC Berkeley’s “Quantifying ecological
effects of land use and climate change using historical collections” to document
reserve digitization and collection protocols. Establish the UCNRS as a leader in field
station biological collections management by making these protocols available to other
reserves.
● Objective 4: Promote downstream use of digitized collections data via the
development of webbased applications for analysis and visualization. Use such
applications to enhance the teaching resources available at each Reserve, as
envisioned by the UCNRS mission.
Recommended Further Reading
iDigBio. (2011). Advancing Digitization of Biological Collections (ADBC) overview. Retrieved
from https://www.idigbio.org/content/advancingdigitizationbiodiversitycollectionsadbc
overview
National Science Foundation. (2014). Advancing Digitization of Biological Collections (ADBC).
Retrieved from http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503559
National Science Foundation. (2014). Collections in Support of Biological Research (CSBR).
Retrieved from http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503651&org=NSF
Networked Integrated Biological Alliance. (2010). A strategic plan for establishing a network
integrated collections alliance. Retrieved from http://digbiocol.files.wordpress.com/2010/
06/digistratplanfinalv1.pdf

Appendix D. Downloads of SCFS data from the Consortium of California Herbaria.
time period

SCFS records

total records

total searches

%

20140729 to 20140523

6920 (0)

6653057

64430 0.10%

20140522 to 20140210

5721 (1)

17472571

136025 0.03%

20140209 to 20131017

11008 (6)

11123501

123819 0.10%

20131016 to 20130804

11008 (6)

11123501

123819 0.10%

20130803 to 20130610

2829 (6)

7519820

67990 0.04%

20130609 to 20130403

4565 (3)

9206383

104392 0.05%

20130402 to 20130120

3614 (1)

7413420

81335 0.05%

20130119 to 20121203

3911 (1)

5037382

41779 0.08%

20121202 to 20121013

1312 (5)

5433034

70154 0.02%

20121012 to 20120817

2857 (2)

5883870

66518 0.05%

20120816 to 20120704

4722 (0)

4848906

43725 0.10%

20120703 to 20120528

14193 (9)

5135261

82906 0.28%

20120527 to 20120314

11116 (16)

23382009

352907 0.05%

20120313 to 20111230

11620 (14)

8316688

111722 0.14%

